CONFIRM JULIE RIKELMAN FOR THE FIRST CIRCUIT

Carl Tobias *

Now that the United States Senate has reconvened after pauses for holidays, the upper chamber must expeditiously appoint designee Julie Rikelman to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the First Circuit, which is the smallest, albeit critical, appellate court. The nominee, whom President Joe Biden tapped during late July 2022, would supply remarkable experiential, gender, and ideological diversity gleaned from pursuing much cutting-edge reproductive freedom litigation, which included arguing Dobbs before the Supreme Court that overturned Roe v. Wade.¹ The nominee has definitely excelled in law’s highest echelon over twenty-plus years, most recently as the U.S. Litigation Director in the Center for Reproductive Rights at which she has worked over a decade.² The vacancy that the nominee would fill has been empty for plentiful
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2. Schoenberg, supra note 1 (recounting Rikelman’s excellent qualifications).
months. Thus, the Senate needs to promptly confirm the well qualified, mainstream nominee.

The opening arose in early March 2022, when First Circuit Judge Sandra Lynch proclaimed that she intended to assume, upon her replacement’s confirmation, the post of senior jurist after a quarter century of distinguished public service. Lynch appeared to notify Biden previously that she was planning on becoming a senior judge.

The President’s White House Counsel relied upon a systematic process to furnish accomplished, moderate candidates for Biden’s scrutiny. The nomination team assembled very talented, centrist prospects whom they had analyzed for this vacancy by thoroughly consulting Massachusetts Democratic Senators Elizabeth Warren and Ed Markey, whose press release in fact declared that they were clearly “enthusiastic to recommend Rikelman” and “strongly support her nomination.”

The White House office promptly canvassed, interviewed, and suggested a few dynamic, mainstream choices, notably Rikelman.

When Biden designated the aspirant, he comprehensively and effectively surveyed the pick’s multiple impressive qualifications. From 2006 until 2011, Rikelman satisfied crucial duties as NBC Universal’s Vice President of Litigation. From 2004 until 2006, Rikelman was a senior associate with the prestigious law firm, Simpson Thacher & Bartlett. In the preceding three years she
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practiced with Feldman & Orlansky in Anchorage. Upon graduation, Rikelman competently served as a law clerk, who efficaciously assisted prominent Third Circuit Judge Morton Greenberg after similarly clerking for analogously preeminent Supreme Court of Alaska Justice Dana Fabe.10

Her record demonstrates that Rikelman constitutes an industrious, ethical, intelligent, careful, and diverse candidate vis-à-vis experience, ideology, and gender, who possesses balanced temperament.11 The nominee captured a well-qualified rating from the American Bar Association Standing Committee on the Federal Judiciary.12 Rikelman pragmatically exhibited these attributes in testifying before a Senate Judiciary Committee hearing in September, while Democratic members appeared pleased with her comprehensive, nuanced responses. For example, when the astute chair, Senator Dick Durbin, meticulously questioned Rikelman about the high-profile Dobbs case, the nominee masterfully replied that she will “absolutely’ apply the Dobbs decision ‘faithfully,” because “[o]ur legal system and the rule of law itself depends on lower federal courts [regularly and perspicaciously] following Supreme Court precedent [and now Dobbs comprises] the law of the land and I will follow it.”13 The chair then effectively sought the designee’s perspective on how the role of judges differs from advocates; she cautiously responded that attorneys dutifully proffer the best conceivable arguments while jurists consider all counsels’ “arguments with an open mind.”14

Nevertheless, a few GOP senators aggressively pressed Rikelman on her decisions to represent clients during litigation, especially about reproductive health care and other “culture war”
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debates. For instance, acerbic Senator Ted Cruz absurdly contended that the pick had “spent the majority of [her] professional life as an extreme zealot advocating for abortion.” Rikelman firmly countered the Senator’s asinine claim that she preferred to have abortion legal until birth.

Despite those cogent answers, several GOP senators concomitantly probed the nominee respecting dimensions of her reproductive health activities. For instance, Senator Mike Lee disputed Rikelman’s perceptive characterization of Dobbs as “callous,” when she persuasively argued that the opinion can acutely “relegate women to second-class status,” while the designee peremptorily admonished him that the Justices should “have relied on the precedent set [the past] fifty years.” Senators Chuck Grassley and Josh Hawley caustically questioned her about pregnancy centers, while Grassley did ask whether she would recuse when litigation directly related to the discrete centers. Rikelman pragmatically answered that, were the chamber to dutifully appoint her, she would professionally consult applicable recusal strictures.

A few members chose to press the nominee about her dated 2007 law review piece that discussed exceptions regarding authority to collect DNA under the Fourth Amendment. Cruz disgracefully accused Rikelman of supporting pedophiles, Senator Marsha Blackburn disdainfully contended that the nominee practically helped rapists, and Senator Tom Cotton dramatically asserted that Rikelman had partly caused the acceleration of U.S. “crime [last]
seen [in] the 90s.” The designee replied that the paper made the argument for a “special needs exception,” but Cotton dismissively alleged that it more broadly probed the legality of collecting DNA samples. The nominee recalled that the piece stressed the exception yet vowed to “accept the Court’s interpretation and . . . the Court’s Fourth Amendment precedent.”

On December 1, the Committee rigorously deliberated over Rikelman’s salient capabilities which yielded a deadlocked result, mainly because the parties and the country sharply disagree on abortion, notwithstanding her profound competence. Democratic and GOP senators’ perspectives closely mirrored notions which they had espoused in the hearing. For example, Grassley argued that “Rikelman ha[d] spent much of her legal career as an activist litigating cases against state law regulating abortion,” but it is now concerning that the aspirant’s “personal opinion may cloud how she views facts.” Durbin responded by describing Rikelman as “exceptional”; the panel chair urged that the designee’s activism would not color how she treats matters when a judge, while nominee “Rikelman advocated a mainstream position in [staunchly] defending Roe v. Wade . . . a 50-year precedent decided 7–2 by the [Justices which powerfully challenged] laws that sought to prevent women from accessing reproductive health care.” At the 117th Congress’ end, there was insufficient time for appointing this nominee or many other prominent, centrist Biden aspirants, so the can-
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didates’ nominations duly expired in early January 2023.\(^{28}\) Accordingly, Biden renamed myriad nominees during that month.\(^{29}\) The panel then reported her on February 9.\(^{30}\)

Similar ideas elucidate why the chamber must promptly appoint the nominee. First, Judge Lynch’s court vacancy has been open more than a year. Second, the President did name Rikelman plenty of months ago. Demanding that well-qualified candidates and nominees wait protracted times can unfairly mean that specific individuals need to put their lives and careers on hold. This might be salient for nominee Rikelman, who presently discharges ample reproductive health care duties. Third, the vacant slot essentially requires that Lynch and her colleagues dispose of abundant cases, although plentiful senior jurists have responsibility for considerably fewer appeals.\(^{31}\) This judge has kept productively maintaining and deciding a significant number of matters, which permits the tribunal to continue swiftly, inexpensively, and equitably resolving a large docket.\(^{32}\) Numerous parties, counsel, and citizens are clearly indebted to the experienced jurist for robust ongoing service. However, the delay and politicized conflicts, which involved Republican and Democratic senators and may have left her
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opening empty, could be rather inequitable to the dedicated public servant who plainly earned a senior judgeship plenty of weeks ago.

Now that the chamber has reassembled, able Majority Leader Chuck Schumer needs to immediately provide a floor debate and confirmation ballot, which appoints Julie Rikelman to the First Circuit vacancy that has long been unfilled. Her distinguished record means that the accomplished, diverse nominee merits speedy confirmation, and Rikelman’s capabilities will allow the tribunal to keep promptly, economically, and fairly concluding its substantial appeals.